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This book divides into two parts. The first is a personal
narrative of the impact of the death of the author’s son Ralph
on him and his family and his efforts to see if there was any
evidence for his continued existence (generated largely
through visits to mediums) that a thinking person could take
seriously. The second is an attempt to evaluate that evidence
objectively (based on an extensive survey of current and past
scientific research in the UK and the USA). The title reflects
the inevitable tension between emotion and intellect in such
an enquiry.
Psychologist Chris Mackey offers astounding case studies,
alongside a lucid explanation of the brain science underlying
synchronicity and many practical suggestions for working with
it, from journalling and symbol analysis to dream
interpretation and ideas for accessing flow. He is convinced
that synchronicity has a crucial role to play in helping us ‘go
within’ and tap into our intuitive and spiritual selves. This
book is also a passionate call for a new, more optimistic
‘positive psychiatry’ that embraces our transcendent
experiences. A 21st-century take on Jung’s legacy, this
exciting new approach to synchronicity will appeal to anyone
interested in the opportunities for personal development
offered by altered states of consciousness.
A groundbreaking exploration of how psychedelics and
quantum science are vital to understanding the evolution of
consciousness and reality • Explains why altered states of
consciousness exist, how they work, and why psychedelics
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Describes
how quantum
waves, rather than the DNA molecule, have been the driving
force behind biological and historical evolution • Explains how
psychedelics interact with the human mind to create altered
states that may further the continued evolution of
consciousness In this groundbreaking book, Carl Johan
Calleman reveals the quantum science of the Maya, a
science lost to the modern world that explains the
phenomenology of psychedelics and altered states of
consciousness. The ancient Maya had a sophisticated
understanding of the multidimensional nature of reality and
the forces that drive the evolution of consciousness.
Calleman explains how quantum waves, illustrated by the
Mayan Calendar, emanate from the center of the universe
and activate new phases in the evolution of consciousness
through holographic resonance, which alters the dualities of
the human mind. For example, the 5th Wave, which
dominated in Paleolithic times and evolved human
consciousness above that of animals, brought a chaotic
floating state reminiscent of the psychedelic or shamanic
state, and the recent 8th Wave brought the digital revolution.
The 9th Wave, which began in 2011, offers the potential for
individual development of higher consciousness and healing
if we can synchronize ourselves with its positive holograms.
This multidimensional perspective explains why altered states
of consciousness exist and how they work. Calleman
describes the role of the pineal gland for the human mind,
how it controls our state of consciousness and how it can
connect us to the cosmic Tree of Life. He shows that the mind
is a “reducing valve” that normally limits our experience of
cosmic consciousness but that this can be reversed through
altered states. As Calleman concludes, psychedelics like
ayahuasca and DMT not only give rise to extraordinary
mystical and cosmic experiences and enable access to
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What is the nature of reality? What does it mean to be
human? And how do we account for ethics and morality?
Mary Poplin examines naturalism, humanism, pantheism and
Judeo-Christian theism and explores the fundamental
assumptions and limitations of each perspective.
Your view of God determines your view of the world. You hold
in your hands a landmark guide to understanding the ideas
and forces shaping our times. Understanding the Times offers
a fascinating, comprehensive look at the how the tenets of
the Christian worldview compares with the five major
competing worldviews of our day: Islam, Secular Humanism,
Marxism, New Age, and Postmodernism. Understanding the
Times is a systematic way to understand the ideas that rule
our world. While the material is expansive, the engaging,
easy-to-understand writing style invites you to discover the
truths of God – and our world. This classic should be on the
shelf of every Christian home, on the desk of every pastor,
and in the hands of every Christian student headed off to
college.
Society and Education explores the relation of society to
education in Europe, as well as its comparative perspective
towards overseas societies and their institutions. It is an
enquiry into the social-historical institution of education and
cross-cultural studies in Europe. Elaborating on the
Castoriadian ontology, the book delves into the magma of
social imaginary significations that characterise and associate
pivotal epochs of the continent’s history, Classical Greece
and Modernity, and exemplifies their incarnation in
educational systems and in the formation of the European
and, in general, the Western comparative gaze. With a
particular focus on our epoch, Postmodernity and
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capitalist significations in social institutions, forms, and
activities, as well as in education and the way it is compared
across countries. Nevertheless, as Moutsios suggests, the
European tradition, notwithstanding its ideological usage by
much of social sciences, contains an indissoluble critical and
self-reflective dimension, which needs to be sustained and
advanced in education and its cross-cultural comparison,
perhaps, more than ever before. The book demonstrates the
embeddedness of education in its cultural context and should,
therefore, be of great interest to academics, researchers and
postgraduate students who are involved with comparative
education, the sociology and history of education, education
policy, and European studies.
The brain, with its nearly one hundred billion neurons, is the
most complex structure in the universe, and we are living in a
period of revolutionary advancements in neuroscience. Yet
scientists and skeptics often frame these findings in ways that
challenge the Christian worldview. Many professionals and
popularizers claim that human beings are their brains, and
that all human behavior and experience are merely byproducts of brain physiology. In The Brain, the Mind, and the
Person Within, professor of psychology Mark Cosgrove not
only explains what the brain is and what it does but also
corrects common misinterpretations and demonstrates that
what we know about the brain coheres with the teachings of
Scripture. He contends that humans are unities of soul and
body in which both the spiritual and the physical interact.
From this perspective, he presents informative overviews of
contemporary debates about the brain, including
consciousness, free will, "God spots," personhood, and life
after death. The better we understand the brain, the better we
understand ourselves and our exquisite design that reflects
the wisdom of the Creator. Thoughtful readers will find this to
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surrounding it.
Capturing important insights from Paul's speech to the
multicultural and multireligious city of Athens in Acts 17, Paul
Copan and Kenneth Litwak seek to enhance and embolden
the church's witness in today’s pluralistic society by helping
us point contemporary Athenians beyond "an unknown God"
to the God and Father of Jesus Christ.

A guide to aligning your life with the frequencies of
the Nine Waves of Creation • Explains the quantum
physics behind the Waves of the Mayan Calendar
system and how their holograms shape the human
mind • Shows how throughout history each
revolution in human consciousness has been driven
by the activation of one of the Nine Waves of
Creation • Reveals how we can consciously work to
deactivate the negative patterns of the Sixth Wave
and manifest the unity consciousness of the Ninth
Wave In the past few years the world has witnessed
changes in social consciousness whose sudden
development the ruling scientific paradigm has not
been able to explain. These changes correspond
with the activation of new Waves of Creation
emanating from the center of the universe that
influence human thinking. From the Big Bang to the
present, these Waves guide the evolution of the
universe and, through their holographic resonance
with the human mind, profoundly shape revolutions
in religion, technology, economy, and social
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consciousness. Presenting a quantum-holographic
perspective on world history and human
consciousness, Carl Calleman explains the quantum
physics behind the Waves of the Mayan Calendar
system and how these Waves allow us to
understand the shifting eras on Earth as well as the
possibilities of the future. He describes how, prior to
the activation of the 6th Wave in 3115 BCE, our
social systems were based on a unified cosmic
order, but the hologram of this Wave shifted society
to an all-consuming focus on Good and Evil, leading
to the rise of patriarchal religious structures, slavery,
and warfare. He explores how later Waves and their
new holograms helped humanity survive the
negative effects of the 6th Wave, such as the
Industrial Revolution of the 7th Wave and the Digital
Revolution of the 8th Wave. In 2011, the 9th Wave
was activated, bringing with it an accelerated push
for a more egalitarian world, a rising awareness of
unity consciousness, and access to the full power of
all Nine Waves of Creation. Calleman explains how
our individual resonance with each Wave plays a
role in the quality of our lives and how we must
consciously work to resonate with the higher Waves.
Revealing how we can become quantum activists in
a holographic world by aligning with the 9th Wave,
the author shows how we each can help manifest
the destiny of humanity hinted at in ancient texts.
Why would an all-loving God allow suffering? Aren't
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suffering and love opposed to one another? Does
suffering have any benefit for this life? Does it have
any benefit for eternal life? Is there any objective
evidence for God – for a soul that will survive bodily
death – for the resurrection of Jesus? If there is
testable, objective evidence for a resurrection, what
is this resurrection like? Who is God anyway –
benevolent and loving or angry and retributive?
Father Spitzer gives a comprehensive explanation of
contemporary evidence for God, the soul, and the
resurrection, and helps us understand how God uses
suffering to lead us to the resurrection, and to
compassion for others. He also shows how the Holy
Spirit guides us through times of suffering toward our
salvation – and other's salvation, explaining the
signs and interior movements that reveal the Spirit's
actions. But even armed with this eternal
perspective, serious questions remain. If God has
power over nature, why doesn't He just perform a lot
more miracles when we pray for them so that we
won't have to suffer? Why did God make the natural
world imperfect in the first place? Wouldn't it have
been better to create us in a world without suffering –
without challenge, need, and self-sacrifice? Father
Spitzer not only addresses the perplexing questions
associated with suffering but he teaches us how to
suffer well. He points out some of the most common
errors we make in interpreting God's motives for and
alleviation of suffering. He explains why suffering – in
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combination with love – is one of the most powerful
motivating agents for personal, cultural, and societal
development. Suffering and love are inextricably
bound up with one another on the highest levels of
human meaning.
Life After Near Death is the only book to explore the
deeper meaning of the near-death experience (NDE)
through the prism of its miraculous aftereffects. You
don’t need to be declared clinically dead to
experience an NDE. Nor must you experience many
of Raymond Moody’s nine elements, including a life
review, an out-of-body experience, encounters with
deceased loved ones, and a decision to return to
one’s body. The key is whether you return from the
experience permanently transformed. Life After Near
Death profiles a dozen cases of specific cognitive
and physiological near-death aftereffects, including
newfound musical and artistic talents, mathematical
gifts, enhanced hearing, elevated IQ, improved
eyesight, spontaneous healing, and electrical
sensitivity. It explores new evidence to shed light on
this phenomenon and reveals for the first time: The
link between predisposition and the NDE. The role of
manifestation and intent in the creation of the NDE.
The unmistakable connections among the energetic
world, frequency, and the NDE. The circumstances
and conditions that give rise to a NDE. Life After
Near Death offers a new, science-based paradigm to
unravel the NDE and our assumptions regarding the
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afterlife. Although you can return from an NDE, you
will never return to your former life.
Minority Report meets Dr. Strangelove in the true
story of how neuroscience and related technologies
are shaping national defense.
For all those interested in mental wellness as well as
mental-health practitioners, this book makes the
strongest case yet made that synchronicity and other
forms of intuitive insights promote wellbeing and help
us transform mental-health issues into personal
growth. "A profound introduction to deep concepts of
mind, meaning and the challenges of creating a life
well lived for everyone." - Ernest Rossi, PhD, author
of The Psychobiology of Gene Expression and
Creating Consciousness Synchronicity is meaningful
coincidence that connects our inner and outer
worlds. This book reveals how it can guide us along
our life path, helping us through challenging times
and nudging us toward self-fulfilment. Psychologist
Chris Mackey writes from personal experience, not
only as a practitioner but also as a patient who has
suffered serious mental illness. Formerly a rationalist
with little time for non-scientific approaches, his own
experiences and those of his patients have
convinced him that synchronicity has a key role to
play in helping us to tap into our intuitive and spiritual
selves and guiding us through life. He now
passionately believes that we need to embrace
transcendent experiences and explore the
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opportunities for personal development offered by
depression and states of mind that are often
dismissed as psychosis. This exciting new approach
to synchronicity and the treatment of depression and
other mental disorders will be of great interest to
practitioners and patients alike, as well as to anyone
interested in the opportunities offered by altered
states of consciousness. The book includes: * Carl
Jung's original description of synchronicity * Real-life
case studies * Brain science * Practical ways to work
with synchronicity including journalling, symbol
analysis and dream interpretation.
Als Olivia een nieuwe liefde ontmoet, de bioloog
Francis, net op het moment dat haar beste vriendin
Lucy terugkeert uit New York, wordt haar serieuze
academische bestaan opgevrolijkt. Haar band met
Francis is al meteen verrassend intiem. Olivia wil
haar nieuwe levensgeluk dolgraag delen met Lucy,
maar Lucy heeft zelf nieuws dat het drietal heel dicht
bij elkaar zal brengen. In de maanden die volgen
zullen ook Olivia’s ouders, beiden psychoanalyticus,
Lucy’s baas Hunter en een jonge buitenstaander,
Sebastian, nauw betrokken raken bij deze
vriendenkring. In zijn grote nieuwe roman
Dubbelblind behandelt Edward St Aubyn thema’s
als erfelijkheid, vrijheid en de verhalen die we over
onszelf vertellen. Hij schrijft overtuigend over
ecologie, psychoanalyse, genetica en
neurowetenschap, maar ook, en misschien nog wel
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meer, over liefde, angst en moed. Met zijn
kenmerkende vlijmscherpe en geestige observaties
schetst St Aubyn een meeslepende wereld waarin
intelligentie en nieuwsgierigheid, hebzucht en
menselijkheid om voorrang strijden. Edward St
Aubyn (1960) is een van de grootste Britse schrijvers
van onze tijd. Zijn bekendste werk is de vijfdelige
romanserie over de familie Melrose, waarvan het
vierde deel, Moedermelk, in 2006 werd genomineerd
voor de Booker Prize. In 2018 werd de reeks
verfilmd als Patrick Melrose, met Benedict
Cumberbatch in de hoofdrol. De serie kreeg twee
BAFTA Awards. ‘Dubbelblind is in emotionele zin
overtuigend en in intellectuele zin fascinerend. De
bespiegelingen en dialogen begeven zich op het
raakvlak van wetenschap en de nijpende kwesties
die de mensheid momenteel in hun greep houden. Ik
kon het niet wegleggen.’ Ian McEwan ‘Dubbelblind
is een grote ideeënroman, waarin de personages
experimenteren met medische wetenschap,
psychologie, verdovende middelen, religie en
meditatie – dit alles om zelfinzicht te verwerven en
rust te vinden. Maar al is deze roman nog zo
cerebraal, hij is ook diep doorvoeld, aangezien St
Aubyn al decennia over deze onderwerpen
nadenkt.’ The Guardian ‘Dit is een roman met een
ziel. Dubbelblind is zowel intelligent als diep
menselijk en St Aubyn bewijst eens te meer dat hij
een van de meest inspirerende schrijvers is binnen
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de hedendaagse Engelse literatuur.’ The Spectator
‘Dit is een eersteklas ideeënroman, die niet alleen
vermakelijk is, maar ook tot denken aanzet, om nog
maar te zwijgen van het genot dat hij op zinsniveau
biedt.’ Daily Mail
Explains how sexual relationships really work,
provides case studies on couples working toward
positive change, and outlines current treatment
options.
Spiritual writer, theologian, and philosopher Jesuit
Fr. Robert Spitzer tackles the topic of recognizing
and overcoming spiritual evil. His focus is the human
heart. His goal: our moral and spiritual
transformation, which leads to true peace and
genuine happiness. The book is divided into two
main parts: the realities of God's goodness and of
spiritual evil, and recognizing and overcoming
diabolical tactics, which range from temptation and
deception to the Deadly Sins. Father Spitzer shows
readers how to experience God's peace even during
times of suffering and persecution. He examines the
basics of the spiritual life and Christian mysticism,
including the contemplative dimension. He explains
the purgative, illuminative, and unitive aspects of
spirituality, as well as the Lord's consolation and the
passive Dark Night of the Spirit. Father Spitzer
provides the biblical and theological background of
Jesus' victory over Satan. The author also explores
the reality of the Devil, including extraordinary
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manifestations of diabolic activity such as
possession. He recalls the true story of the famous
possession case on which the novel and film The
Exorcist were based. In the final sections of the book
the author explains: how diabolical spiritual forces
operate how temptation works, and what to do to
defeat it the "deadly sins" and how to overcome
them
Few books on invisible illness are written by
psychologists. Based on work by the Chronic Illness
Research Team (CIRT) at the University of East London,
this expert, accessible book encourages people actively
to manage their illness using the techniques shown. •
Based on 20 years of research • Helps those often
'written off' by the medical profession • Pioneering text
on Mal de Debarquement Syndrome (MdDS) • Authors
specialist in chronic illness
Presents a comprehensive examination of core Daoist
facets from the point of view of modern science.
Exploring its cosmology, physiology, psychology,
cultivation, and visions of immortality in the light of
astrophysics, particle physics, paleoanthropology,
behavioural kinesiology, cell biology, and more, the book
enhances the credibility of traditional Daoist ideas and
practices.
Digital technologies and the advance of artificial
intelligence are changing human nature. This book
explores implications for pastoral and spiritual care
providers, religious faith communities, clinical
practitioners, and educators and asserts the need for
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This book provides a systematic, inter-disciplinary
examination of beliefs in as well as evidence for
reincarnation that will appeal to students of anthropology,
religious studies, philosophy, and the psychology of
consciousness and memory, as well as parapsychology.
All you need to know to properly learn how to meditate: a
comprehensive 500 page workbook, a complete course
for practitioners of Yoga and Meditation. Published by
the Dharma Fellowship of His Holiness the Gyalwa
Karmapa, the Hermitage Meditation Manual is the key
guide used by Buddhist monastics and lay practitioners
attending the Fellowship's centers in North America. In
an accessible style, the manual explains how to enter the
meditative state, deepen that state, how to gain
meaningful insights, & how to radically improve life for
the better, while pursuing the Path of Awakening.Here
are the authentic methods of Calm-abiding Meditation,
Love Meditation,& Intuitive Insight &
Mindfulness.Chapters cover not only the teachings of the
Buddha, but explain the nature of the Human
Constitution, the Syndromes of the Personality, the
mystery of Double Consciousness, Hatha-yoga, Lightbody circuitry,& applied M-t
A comprehensive guide to the therapeutic benefits of
light and color and how they affect our physical and
psychological well-being • Shares scientific research on
how different wavelengths of light influence our cells,
brain function, sleep patterns, and emotional stability •
Examines several forms of light therapy, including
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chromotherapy,
heliotherapy,
actinotherapy,
and
thermotherapy • Explains how to use light and color
therapy, maximize the benefits of sunlight, and avoid the
health risks of new light sources such as compact
fluorescents and LEDs Beginning with sun worship in
prehistory and sunshine therapies in ancient Egypt,
Greece, and India, light has long been associated with
the sublime, the divine, and healing. Yet only recently
have we begun to understand how different parts of the
light spectrum, from infrared to ultraviolet, can affect our
physical and psychological well-being. Covering the
historic, scientific, and spiritual aspects of light and its
role in energy medicine, Anadi Martel explores the
vibrational nature of light and the interaction between
light, biology, and consciousness. He demonstrates
light’s incredible effects on the physical, energetic, and
cognitive dimensions of life and examines several forms
of light therapy, including chromotherapy (color therapy),
heliotherapy (sun therapy), actinotherapy (ultraviolet
therapy), and thermotherapy (infrared therapy). He
details how to use light therapy daily, get optimal benefits
from sunlight, and avoid the health risks of new artificial
lighting such as compact fluorescents and LEDs.
Combining his own 30 years of research with practical
insight from the many phototherapy pioneers he’s
encountered, the author examines scientific studies on
how specific wavelengths of light influence our cells and
DNA, brain function, sleep patterns, and emotional
stability; speed the healing of wounds; and are effective
in the treatment of disease, including arthritis, stroke,
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and brain and nerve injuries.
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Exploring
the spiritual
aspects
of light,
the author
explains why auras and halos have been used to
represent sages and saints of all traditions, revealing the
intimate link between light and consciousness.
Investigating the many laser, monochrome, audiovisual,
and infrared machines designed to heal disease and
treat emotional disorders, Martel also reveals promising
medical applications for light that are currently in
development, inviting the reader not only to appreciate
the complexities of light but to maximize its therapeutic
dimensions.
A Daily Telegraph and TLS Book of the Year 'An
audacious tour of all that science can teach us' Edward
O. Wilson Specialist scientific fields are developing at
incredibly swift speeds, but what can they really tell us
about how the universe began and how humans evolved
to play such a dominant role on Earth? John Hands's
extraordinarily ambitious quest brings together our
scientific knowledge and evaluates the theories and
evidence about the origin and evolution of matter, life,
consciousness, and humankind. Cosmosapiens provides
the most comprehensive account yet of current ideas
such as cosmic inflation, dark energy, the selfish gene,
and neurogenetic determinism. In clear and accessible
language, Hands differentiates the firmly established
from the speculative and examines the claims of various
fields such as string theory to approach a unified theory
of everything. In doing so he challenges the orthodox
consensus in those branches of cosmology, biology, and
neuroscience that have ossified into dogma. His striking
analysis reveals underlying patterns of cooperation,
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that lead to the
unique emergence in humans of a self-reflective
consciousness that enables us to determine our future
evolution. This groundbreaking book is destined to
become a classic of scientific thinking.
Have you ever thought about how self-consciousness
(self-awareness) originated in the universe?
Understanding consciousness is one of the toughest
“nuts to crack.” In recent years, scientists and
philosophers have attempted to provide an answer to
this mystery. The reason for this is simply because it
cannot be confined to solely a materialistic interpretation
of the world. Some scientific materialists have suggested
that consciousness is merely an illusion in order to
insulate their worldviews. Yet, consciousness is the most
fundamental thing we know, even more so than the
external world since we require it to perceive or think
about anything. Without it, reasoning would be
impossible. Dr. Scott Ventureyra, in this ground-breaking
book, explores the idea of the Christian God and
Creation in order to tackle this most difficult question. He
demonstrates that theology has something significant to
offer in reflection of how consciousness originated in the
universe. He also makes a modest claim that the
Christian conception of God and Creation provide a
plausible account for the origin of self-consciousness. He
integrates philosophy, theology, and science in an
innovative way to embark on this exploration.

In One Mind, New York Times best-selling author
Larry Dossey, M.D., proposes an inspiring view of
consciousness that may reshape our destiny.
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Dossey’s premise is that all individual minds are
part of an infinite, collective dimension of
consciousness he calls the One Mind. This
state—which we can all access—explains phenomena
as diverse as epiphanies, creative breakthroughs,
premonitions of danger or disaster, near-death
experiences, communication with other species and
with the dead, reincarnation, the movement of herds,
flocks, and schools, and remote healing.Dossey
presents his theory in easily digestible, bite-sized
vignettes. Through engaging stories, fascinating
research, and brilliant insights from great thinkers
throughout history, readers will explore the outer
reaches of human consciousness, discover a new
way to interpret the great mysteries of our
experience, and learn how to develop the empathy
necessary to engender more love, peace, and
collective awareness. The result is a rich new
understanding of what it means to be human and a
renewed hope that we can successfully confront the
challenges we face at this crossroads in human
history.Even before publication One Mind drew
praise from the finest minds of our time. It has been
heralded as "landmark," "a brilliant synthesis," a
"magnum opus," a "feast" of ideas, "compelling,"
"gripping," and "a major shift in our understanding of
consciousness."
Artificial intelligence (AI) permeates Google
searches, the personal assistants in our
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smartphones, and is all over our newsfeeds.
Watson's machine learning has already started to
revolutionize many important industries including
oncology, law, finance, and entertainment. The idea
that man is about to increase his immediate
surroundings with exponential gains in the level of
intelligence over the coming generations is based
upon a technological revolution and the potential for
artificial superintelligence (ASI). It is within this
context that there is a prevailing need for a
discussion of its ethical implications. As a Christian
ethicist, Paul Golata believes that the need for this
conversation to be informed by Christian principles is
imperative. ASI is a move toward the proper
handling of information. However, how a society
interprets and applies this information is actually
more pertinent than the raw amount of information it
possesses. This important ethical conversation is
being led by humanistic thinkers who assume that all
of reality is just matter in motion and that mind is
nothing more than electrochemical activity in the
"wetware" of human brains. The Ethics of
Superintelligent Design critically examines and
challenges some of the most important trajectories of
ASI while upholding the authority and inerrancy of
the Bible, the supernatural creation account, a
realistic view of the state of humanity, and biblical
ethics.
How the global mind drives the evolution of both
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consciousness and civilization • Explains how our
brains receive consciousness from the global mind,
which upgrades human consciousness according to
a pre-set divine time frame • Reveals how the
Mayan Calendar provides a blueprint for these
consciousness downloads throughout history •
Examines the mind shift in humans and the
development of pyramids and civilization in ancient
Egypt, Sumer, South America, and Asia beginning in
3115 BCE In each culture the origins of civilization
can be tied to the arising of one concept in the
human mind: straight lines. Straight and
perpendicular lines are not found in nature, so where
did they come from? What shift in consciousness
occurred around the globe that triggered the start of
rectangular building methods and linear organization
as well as written language, pyramid construction,
mathematics, and art? Offering a detailed answer to
this question, Carl Calleman explores the quantum
evolution of the global mind and its holographic
resonance with the human mind. He examines how
our brains are not thinking machines but individual
receivers of consciousness from the global mind,
which creates holographic downloads to adjust
human consciousness to new cosmological
circumstances. He explains how the Mayan
Calendar provides a blueprint for these downloads
throughout history and how the global mind, rather
than the individual, has the power to make
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civilizations rise and fall. He shows how, at the
beginning of the Mayan 6th Wave (Long Count) in
3115 BCE, the global mind gave human beings the
capacity to conceptualize spatial relations in terms of
straight and perpendicular lines, initiating the
building of pyramids and megaliths around the world
and leading to the rise of modern civilization. He
examines the symbolism within the Great Pyramid of
Giza and the pyramid at Chichén Itzá and looks at
the differences between humans of the 6th Wave in
ancient Egypt, Sumer, South America, and Asia and
the cave painters of the 5th Wave. He reveals how
the global mind is always connected to the inner
core of the Earth and discusses how the two halves
of the brain parallel the civilizations of the East and
West. Outlining the historical, psychological,
geophysical, and neurological roots of the modern
human mind, Calleman shows how studying early
civilizations offers a means of understanding the
evolution of consciousness.
What could be a more compelling read than a book
that explains the greatest mysteries known to man in
one fell swoop. Who is God? What happens after we
die? What the heck is quantum entanglement? Why
did Dolly’s braces disappear in the movie
"Moonraker?" Our reality is not what it appears to be.
The latest physics experiments demonstrate that an
objective reality doesn’t exist. And no one truly
knows what consciousness is or where the mind
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resides. Strange interconnectedness, anomalous
events, and changing histories confound even the
most open-minded of scientists. No single theory
seems to be able to explain it all. Until now.
There are qualities we all yearn to experience in our
lives—peace, simplicity, grace, connection, clarity.
Yet these qualities evade us because each of them
arises from an experience of wholeness, and we live
in a culture that enforces divisions within each of us.
In Radical Wholeness, Philip Shepherd shows the
countless ways in which we are persuaded to
separate from the body and live in the head.
Disconnected from the body’s intelligence, we also
disconnect from the wholeness of the present. This
schism within us is the primary source of stress not
just in our personal lives, but for the systems of the
planet. Drawing from neuroscience, anthropology,
physics, the arts, myth, personal stories and his
experiences helping people around the world to
experience wholeness, Philip Shepherd illuminates
what true wholeness means and offers practices
designed to help readers soften into the intelligence
of the body. Radical Wholeness is a call to action: to
recover wholeness and experience a new way of
being.
Where does our sense of self originate? What
happens to “us” after our body perishes? Can the
mind exist without the body? These questions have
engendered considerable debate throughout history
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and have led successive cultures to develop beliefs
about human nature, immortality and the afterlife.
Over the last several centuries, scientists working
under the presumption that matter is all that exists
have concluded that consciousness can simply be
reduced to a collection of nerve cells in the brain.
That is, there is no separation between self,
consciousness and mind—who we are—and the
function of brain. Dr. Beauregard disagrees. He
asserts that there are multiple lines of hard evidence
that reveal that the mind and consciousness are
transmitted and filtered through the brain, but they
are not generated by the brain. This controversial
theory turns accepted science on its head by
showing how mental events—which significantly
influence the functioning of our brains and our
bodies—can also affect events outside the confines of
the body. In other words, humans are more than
complex biological machines. The fact that our
minds function apart from our brains invites a whole
new understanding of the universe. Filled with the
latest scientific research and remarkable stories of
the mind’s incredible abilities, Brain Wars is a pageturning, paradigm-shifting work. The evidence can
no longer be ignored, and Dr. Beauregard introduces
a major shift in our understanding of the age-old
mind/body debate. Our consciousness transcends
the material world, and this new understanding has
profound social and moral implications for the future.
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The philosopher Paul Weiss once observed,
"Philosophers let theories get in the way of what they
and everyone else know." For many, the very word
"philosophical" has become all but synonymous with
"impractical". Yet whether we like it or not, almost
every corner of our lives—from dissertation writing to
channel surfing—brings us face to face with
competing philosophies and world views, each
claiming to tell us definitively what it means to be
human. How can we know which one is right? And
what difference does it make? To Robert McTeigue,
S.J., it makes every difference in the world.
Consciously or not, we all have a world view, and it
decides how we live. In this book, McTeigue gives a
funny and invigorating crash course in practical logic,
metaphysics, anthropology, and ethics, equipping
readers with a tool kit for breaking down and
evaluating the thought systems—some good, some
toxic—that swirl around us, and even within us. In
McTeigue, classical philosophy finds a contemporary
voice, accessible to the layman and engaging to the
scholar. Real Philosophy for Real People is an
answer to those philosophies that prize theory over
truth, to any metaphysics that cannot account for
itself, to anthropologies that are unworthy of the
human person, and to ethical systems that reduce
the great dignity and destiny of the human person.
As the author insists, "A key test of any philosophy
is: Can it be lived?" With Thomas Aquinas, this book
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teaches not only how to know the truth, but how to
love it and to do it.
Western culture has been moving away from its
Christian roots for several centuries but the turn from
Christianity accelerated in the 20th century. At the
core of this decline is a loss of a sense of our own
transcendence. Scientific materialism has so
seriously impacted our belief in human
transcendence that many people find it difficult to
believe in God and the human soul. This antitranscendent perspective has not only cast its spell
on the natural sciences, psychology, philosophy, and
literature, it has also negatively impacted popular
culture through the writings of Richard Dawkins,
Daniel Dennett, and many others. The warning signs
of this loss of transcendence have been expressed
by thinkers as diverse as Carl Jung (psychiatrist),
Mircea Eliade (historian of religion), Gabriel Marcel
(philosopher), C.S. Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkien. These
warnings were validated by a 2004 study in the
American Journal of Psychiatry which showed that
the absence of religion alone was responsible for a
marked increase in suicide rates, sense of
meaningless, substance abuse, separation from
family, and other psychiatric problems. Thus, the
loss of transcendence is negatively affecting not only
individuals’ sense of happiness, dignity, ideals,
virtues, and destiny, but also the culture. Ironically,
the evidence for transcendence is greater today than
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in any other period in history. The problem is – this
evidence has not been compiled and propagated. Fr.
Spitzer’s book provides a bright light in the midst of
this cultural darkness by presenting both traditional
and contemporary evidence for God and a
transphysical soul from several major sources. He
also shows how human consciousness and
intelligence is completely special – and cannot be
replicated by artificial intelligence or animal
consciousness. We are transcendent beings with
souls capable of surviving bodily death – selfreflective beings aware of perfect truth, love,
goodness, and beauty. We are beings with an
unrestricted capacity to know and create science,
law, culture, art, music, literature, and so much
more. The evidence reveals that we have the dignity
of being created in the very image of God, and if we
underestimate it, we will undervalue one another,
underlive our lives, and underachieve our destiny.
This work is the most comprehensive treatment of
human transcendence available today.
DREAMS THAT COME TRUE TELEPATHY, ESP, VISIONS,
PREMONITIONS NEAR-DEATH AND OUT-OF-BODY
EXPERIENCES Most of us have heard stories of these
unusual phenomena, as told by millions of people throughout
history and across cultures. Or perhaps we have experienced
them ourselves, and we are still grappling with their validity in
a world of empirical science and psychiatry that deems
anything unseen or spiritual as impossible, weird, or even
disturbed. The stigma surrounding the paranormal prevents
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us from
exploring
the possibility
that there
are, perhaps,
events that occur outside the realm of human
comprehension, inoculating us against the lessons and
spiritual significance these events might hold. As an
experienced psychiatrist, Dr. Manuel Matas is very familiar
with the science of the human brain—as well as the
possibilities that exist beyond the known borders of
consciousness. He has never been a classic rationalist, as he
himself has experienced phenomena that defy logic and the
explanations of Western medicine. In The Borders of Normal,
Dr. Matas reveals just how accepted (and studied) many of
these phenomena are, providing a compelling overview of
influential thinkers who have, over the years, recognized
events and experiences that fall outside the realm of current
scientific thought. As a proponent of a nuanced, respectful
approach that lies between belief and scepticism, Dr. Matas
helps us to view paranormal experiences as normal and
indeed endemic to the human species, for it is in this space of
the unknown that we may learn more about ourselves, each
other, and the bodies and worlds that we inhabit.
In 2001 publiceerde cardioloog Pim van Lommel in het
gerenommeerde medische tijdschrift The Lancet over zijn
onderzoek naar bijna-dood ervaringen (BDE) bij 344
Nederlandse patiënten. Zij hadden een hartstilstand in het
ziekenhuis gehad. Van hen bleken er 62 een BDE te hebben
meegemaakt. Van Lommels artikel was wereldnieuws.
Sindsdien kunnen we niet meer om het verschijnsel bijnadood ervaring heen. Het is een authentieke ervaring, niet te
herleiden tot fantasie, psychose of zuurstoftekort; een BDE
verandert mensen blijvend. In Eindeloos bewustzijn legt van
Lommel stap voor stap uit hoe mensen die klinisch dood zijn
toch zon indringende ervaring kunnen hebben. Hij doorspekt
zijn betoog met verhalen van mensen die een BDE hebben
meegemaakt. Met de meesten van hen heeft Van Lommel
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contact
gehad.
Volgens
Lommel is de
heersende, materialistische visie van artsen, filosofen en
psychologen op de relatie tussen hersenen en bewustzijn te
beperkt is om het verschijnsel te kunnen duiden. Er zijn
goede redenen om aan te nemen dat ons bewustzijn niet
altijd samenvalt met het functioneren van onze hersenen: het
kan ook los van ons lichaam ervaren worden.
Equine-Assisted Counseling and Psychotherapy offers a
comprehensive guide to the practice of working with equines
in a psychotherapeutic setting. Chapters provide a researchinformed approach to integrating the contributions of horses
and other equines into mental health services. With a focus
on equine welfare, the book uses a relational approach to
explore a broad range of topics, including documentation and
treatment planning, work with clients across the lifespan and
with diverse needs, complexities related to horses in the
therapeutic relationship, as well as ethical, legal, and bestpractice considerations. Mental health and equine
professionals will come away from the book with a strong
understanding of both the theoretical and practical aspects of
equine-assisted counseling.
Onderzoek naar neurobiologie van mentale processen,
waarbij de vraag centraal staat of de hersenen door de geest
worden beïnvloed of andersom.
In dit boek bespreekt een gerenommeerd wetenschapper op
een gemakkelijk leesbare en humoristische wijze de
eeuwenoude vragen over de aard en oorsprong van de
mens. Het boek wordt gekenmerkt door een groot scala aan
onderwerpen, diepgravende analyses, duidelijkheid en
verfrissende originaliteit. Dr. Andrews is een begenadigd
schrijver, getuige zijn eerdere boek Wie heeft God gemaakt?
Op zoek naar een allesverklarende theorie, dat in
verschillende talen vertaald is en waarvan er zo’n 40.000
exemplaren verkocht zijn. In dit nieuwe boek zal zijn
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wereldbeeld ons ook heel persoonlijk aanspreken, omdat het
onze persoonlijke en collectieve plaats in het universum
bespreekt. Edgar Andrews is emeritus hoogleraar
materiaalkunde aan de universiteit van Londen en een
internationaal expert op het gebied van polymeren. Hij is
opgeleid als natuurkundige (BSc theoretische natuurkunde,
PhD experimentele vastestoffysica, DSc natuurkunde). In
1967 richtte hij de afdeling materiaalkunde op aan het Queen
Mary College van de universiteit van Londen (een afdeling
van de faculteit technische wetenschappen, waarvan hij later
decaan werd). Hij heeft meer dan honderd wetenschappelijke
studies en boeken gepubliceerd. Zijn boek From Nothing to
Nature is in tien talen vertaald. Dr. Andrews was meer dan
dertig jaar internationaal adviseur van de Dow Chemical
Company (VS) en twintig jaar adviseur van de 3M Company
(VS). Hij trad ook veelvuldig op als getuige-deskundige bij
rechtszaken in het Britse Hooggerechtshof en in
gerechtshoven in de VS en Canada. In 1986 nam hij samen
met A. E. Wilder-Smith deel aan het Huxley Memorial Debate
aan de Oxford Union, waar zij debatteerden met
evolutiebiologen Richard Dawkins en John Maynard Smith.
Can yoga and meditation unleash our inherent supernormal
mental powers, such as telepathy, clairvoyance, and
precognition? Is it really possible to perceive another person's
thoughts and intentions? Influence objects with our minds?
Envision future events? And is it possible that some of the
superpowers described in ancient legends, science fiction,
and comic books are actually real, and patiently waiting for us
behind the scenes? Are we now poised for an evolutionary
trigger to pull the switch and release our full potentials? Dean
Radin, Director of Research at the Institute of Noetic
Sciences (IONS) and bestselling author of The Conscious
Universe, presents persuasive new experimental evidence for
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takes us on a thrilling
scientific journey and challenges outdated assumptions that
these abilities are mere superstition. Focusing on Patanjali's
mysterious Yoga Sutras -- 2,000 year-old meditation practices
believed to release our extraordinary powers -- Radin offers
powerful evidence confirming that sometimes fact is much
stranger, spookier, and more wonderful than the wildest
fiction.
Best Health Book of 2018 - American Book Fest. Best
Science Books of 2018 - Bookbub. Every creation begins as
a thought, from a symphony to a marriage to an ice cream
cone to a rocket launch. When we have an intention, a
complex chain of events begins in our brains. Thoughts travel
as electrical impulses along neural pathways. When neurons
fire together they wire together, creating electromagnetic
fields. These fields are invisible energy, yet they influence the
molecules of matter around us the way a magnet organizes
iron filings. In Mind to Matter, award-winning researcher
Dawson Church explains the science showing how our minds
create matter. Different intentions produce different fields and
different material creations. The thoughts and energy fields
we cultivate in our minds condition the atoms and molecules
around us. We can now trace the science behind each link in
chain from thought to thing, showing the surprising ways in
which our intentions create the material world. The science in
the book is illustrated by many authentic case histories of
people who harnessed the extraordinary power of the mind to
create. They include: Adeline, whose Stage 4 cancer
disappeared after she imagined "healing stars" Raymond
Aaron and two of his clients, each of whom manifested $1
million in the same week Elon Musk, who bounced back from
devastating tragedy to found Tesla and SpaceX Graham
Phillips, who grew the emotional regulation part of his brain
by 22.8% in two months Jennifer Graf, whose grandfather's
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to life to
play love
songs the day of her
wedding Harold, whose 80% hearing loss reversed in an hour
Joe Marana, whose deceased sister comforted him from
beyond the grave Rick Geggie, whose clogged arteries
cleared up the night before cardiac surgery Matthias Rust, a
teen whose "airplane flight for peace" changed the fate of
superpowers Wanda Burch, whose dream about cancer told
the surgeon exactly where to look for it An MIT freshman
student who can precipitate sodium crystals with his mind
John, who found himself floating out of his body and returned
to find his AIDS healed Dean, whose cortisol levels dropped
by 48% in a single hour In Mind to Matter, Dawson Church
shows that these outcomes aren't a lucky accident only a few
people experience. Neuroscientists have measured a specific
brain wave formula that is linked to manifestation. This "flow
state" can be learned and applied by anyone. New
discoveries in epigenetics, neuroscience, electromagnetism,
psychology, vibration, and quantum physics connect each
step in the process by which mind creates matter. They show
that the whole universe is self-organizing, and when our
minds are in a state of flow, they coordinate with nature's
emergent intelligence to produce synchronous outcomes. The
book contained over 150 photos and illustrations that explain
the process, while an "Extended Play" section at the end of
each chapter provides additional resources. As Mind to
Matter drops each piece of the scientific puzzle into place, it
leaves us with a profound understanding of the enormous
creative potential of our minds. It also gives us a road map to
cultivating these remarkable brain states in our daily lives.
Working with the circuitry of the brain to restore emotional
health and well-being. Neurofeedback, a type of "brain
training" that allows us to see and change the patterns of our
brain, has existed for over 40 years with applications as wideranging as the treatment of epilepsy, migraines, and chronic
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sports. Today, leading
brain researchers and clinicians, interested in what the brain
can tell us about mental health and well being, are also taking
notice. Indeed, the brain's circuitry—its very frequencies and
rhythmic oscillations—reveals much about its role in our
emotional stability and resilience. Neurofeedback allows
clinicians to guide their, clients as they learn to transform
brain-wave patterns, providing a new window into how we
view and treat mental illness. In this cutting-edge book,
experienced clinician Sebern Fisher keenly demonstrates
neurofeedback’s profound ability to help treat one of the
most intractable mental health concerns of our time: severe
childhood abuse, neglect, or abandonment, otherwise known
as developmental trauma. When an attachment rupture
occurs between a child and her or his primary caregiver, a
tangle of complicated symptoms can set in: severe emotional
dysregulation, chronic dissociation, self-destructive behaviors,
social isolation, rage, and fear. Until now, few reliable
therapies existed to combat developmental trauma. But as
the author so eloquently presents in this book, by focusing on
a client's brain-wave patterns and "training" them to operate
at different frequencies, the rhythms of the brain, body, and
mind are normalized, attention stabilizes, fear subsides, and,
with persistent, dedicated training, regulation sets in. A mix of
fundamental theory and nuts-and-bolts practice, the book
delivers a carefully articulated and accessible look at the mind
and brain in developmental trauma, what a “trauma identity”
looks like, and how neurofeedback can be used to retrain the
brain, thereby fostering a healthier, more stable state of mind.
Essential clinical skills are also fully covered, including how to
introduce the idea of neurofeedback to clients, how to
combine it with traditional psychotherapy, and how to perform
assessments. In his foreword to the book, internationally
recognized trauma expert Bessel van der Kolk, MD, praises
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as “an
immensely
experienced
neurofeedback
practitioner [and] the right person to teach us how to integrate
it into clinical practice.” Filled with illuminating client stories,
powerful clinical insights, and plenty of clinical "how to," she
accomplishes just that, offering readers a compelling look at
exactly how this innovative model can be used to engage the
brain to find peace and to heal.
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